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Inspired by the Warcraft, Diablo and The Elder Scrolls, Tarnished is an online action RPG genre that is completed in a single play, and that takes place between the players.
Your journey begins as a legendary warrior, who embarks on a journey to ascend to the legendary Elden Ring. The objective of the journey is to become the strongest and
most powerful warrior in the Lands Between, while leaving a trail of destruction and intrigue in your wake. To achieve this, the characters of your party will make use of a
variety of weapons and play styles and develop their strengths and weaknesses based on the game mode you enter. The story begins with your character dying and
entering the dead realm, and some of your story will revolve around the events that occur in this realm. Moreover, instead of focusing on turning points such as a weak
point or a boss monster in the story, the gameplay that improves as you journey forward through the story resembles a roller coaster, with numerous interesting scenes
and events along the way. THE BOSS ORDERS ● The Gate The Gate of Oblivion is a gate of real, and not an artificial one. It is the portal that the King of Oblivion, Zephyr,
used to invade the Lands Between. It is known as a door of gate that leads to the void of darkness. ● Dragon’s Cave Dragon’s Cave is a treasure that was discovered by a
powerful monster and a powerful elf, whose dreams of adventure are filled with dragons. ● Orc’s Dungeon In the middle of the wilderness, Orc’s Dungeon was built long
ago to hold great treasures in the complete darkness. It used to be a beautiful place, until the darkness itself took on a life of its own. ● Dungeon of the Dead Realm The
dungeon, the hideout of the underworld, is the resting point of the dead warriors that died in the battle and has become cursed. It is a dungeon with treasure that cannot
be taken without the help of the Erevis Crows, and a room that can only be entered by defeating the murderous bosses. ADDITIONAL DETAILS The game has a new action
RPG genre that is completed in a single play, and that takes place between the players. Your journey begins as a legendary warrior, who embarks on a journey to ascend to
the legendary Elden Ring. The objective of

Features Key:
Customize your character, such as his name, gender, appearance and your race. You can even change the job you will take.
A vast world full of excitement Explore the vast world and come to know it through countless scenario and battles where you play.
A series of turn-based combat battles An exciting battle system that lets you flourish through stimulating online battles.
Fight with a diverse team Take a party of up to eight characters with their own stats and alignments.
Counter Strategy without Restriction Activate a variety of items, to deal huge damage to your enemy. It is possible to activate an item and then change the skill, and even change direction. You can even change the timing of the action.
Seamless Roleplay Battles Fight with a variety of enemies, who appear in no particular order.
A vertically-scrolling sci-fi setting A vast world full of an urban setting, a semi-desert, and a forest region, as well as a vast ocean. Rendering of a gorgeous 3D background achieves a greatly-realized viewing scene.
A vast map A huge map with a landscape that varies in width. You can faithfully gain understanding of the land, the sky, the monsters, the allies, and even the enemies through your exploration. A trip through the world, a major quest, and endless intrigues with your allies await you.
An astounding battle system Hundreds of challenging enemies with various weapon and spells await you. Enemies that use simple patterns, attack by group and multi-tiered attacks, and specific patterns created through party members' jobs, skills, magic, and equipment await you.
Innovative Online Battles Victory in online battles is decided through action selection, battle victory, and a final turn. It is possible to use a variety of action abilities or spells from the previous turn, and you can even interrupt enemy attacks. You can even project an ally behind your enemy.

Elden Ring Key features:
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